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Green Button Update
•

Green Button Connect My Data pilots with London
Hydro and Hydro One launched in November, 2013.

•

•

Four companies selected for pilots:
1. Energent

2.

Eyedro

3. Zerofootprint

4.

Builtspace

60% of province has access to GB DMD standard data
with implementation from 8 utilities.

•

Ontario Apps for Energy Challenge currently underway
with over 200 participants registered.

“There is no government that’s going to commit, or be able to
honour a commitment, to reduce rates from where they are now.
It’s just a fact of life,”
“What we are doing is taking very significant steps to allow
people to better control their consumption, and other factors that
allow them to impact on their rates.”
Minister Chiarelli.
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“The government believes that smart meter
data can be used in ways that go beyond
supporting customer billing. While
respecting the principles of privacy and
security, new value-added services and
applications for consumers could be
developed by enabling better access and
analysis of electricity consumption data.
This type of data is essential to designing
efficient and effective programs to further
benefit consumers.”
“The Green Button Initiative will give
consumers access to their energy data and
the ability to connect to mobile and webbased applications so they can analyze and
manage their energy use.”
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•

Consultations held with utilities, vendors, and system integrators
regarding experience with DMD and CMD program, where applicable;

•

Examined financial resources and timelines required to implement GB
DMD capabilities into existing systems, both external and in-house;

•

DMD Conclusions:
v Capital IT Development cost range from $0 to $1,250
v Up to One Week of Utility Staff time valued at $1,000 to $2,500
v Total resources required for DMD range from $1,250 to $3,750

•

Scale of utility did not impact total cost significantly as they had payment
models that helped manage these costs.

•

Some vendors adding DMD free as an upgrade to pre-existing product
for existing online portal customers or part of solution package for new
customers.
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•

CMD pilot projects now underway with London Hydro and Hydro One;

•

Four solution providers: BuiltSpace, Energent, Eyedro, Zerofootprint;

•

Initially estimated at $200,000. The cost curve of IT development costs
will likely decrease (similar to any technology cost curve), especially
given the following activities that are currently under development or
consideration in Ontario:

•

i.

Exploring new open source solutions;

ii.

Increasing central capacity at the IESO;

iii.

Gaining broader LDC uptake as result of regulatory guidance;

iv.

Applying best practices from pilot projects in Ontario and California;

Ongoing and increasing participation of over 40 apps at SDG&E CMD
implementation (within 12 months) seems to indicate that the benefits to
customers, utilities and conservation savings will likely offset the
business operational costs;
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grid

consumer

enterprise

$8.7 billion

$7.1 billion

$4.2 billion

Fault detection & outage
Load prediction
Power quality/power factor
Weather and renewables
DR/virtual power plant
Theft analysis
Predictive asset mgmt

Insights for bill mgmt
Education
Retrofits
Savings verification
Real estate
Heating and cooling mgmt
Solar right sizing

Industrial site energy
management
Machinery optimization
HVAC optimization
District heating system
performance
Distributed generation
Demand response

utility analytics market (2020)

$20 billion

Source:

•

With GB DMD, Energy data available but customer still had to take
tedious steps to:!

i)

download data

!

ii)

find an application!

iii)

upload their data

iv)

then get feedback from the application!

v)

These steps would then have to be repeated every time the
consumer wants to interact with their data. !

!
•

With the CMD standard, after the initial authorization, customers will
have a greatly simplified and secure experience by automatically
transferring and updating their data on an ongoing basis. This
simplification would allow them to engage with a range of new
applications that provide value from the data.!
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The specific consumer conservation benefits of different types of access
to energy consumption data are most comprehensively outlined in a
review of 36 studies around the world by Ehrhardt-Martinez from 2012. !
!
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Discussion with Californian GB utilities revealed that customers are
looking to engage and interact with their consumption data in new
ways. !
i)

one-and-done” applications such as an EV charging cost estimator!

ii)

ongoing “data push” applications that continue to access
consumption data regularly!

Consistent access to energy data will result in the growth of a
competitive marketplace that provides customers with more engaging
choices at a improved price point. !
!
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Legislative overview of enabling access to
electricity data
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Green Button and Privacy
¨ Green Button only allows consent based access to data.
i.e. a consumer is the only party that can authorize the
use of his or her electricity consumption data with a third
party app.
¨ The agreement on how that data is used lies solely
between the consumer and the consent that they provide
to the 3rd party application. No different from the consent
that consumers provide to:
–
–
–

Rogers for home security, energy management, internet or cable
Microsoft for Windows or Office
Apple for iTunes

–

Apps for streaming TV, web browsing/shopping etc

Green Button and Privacy
¨ There is concern from the utilities that they may be
perceived to be liable for third party application and
their management of consumer privacy and data
security.
¨ Utilities and third party solution providers can play a
greater role in educating their customers so that they
are fully aware of their privacy rights.
¨ This can be achieved through proactive consumer
communication and education to clarify the
responsibilities of the utility and the third party at the
time of consumer registration.
17

•

All technical rules and guidelines around third party access to
customer data are covered within the GB CMD standard
authorization model.!

•

Privacy requirements are covered under existing regulation !

•

Any additional business rules should be considered only if
absolutely necessary as they impact standard and would add cost
and barriers for third party participation. !

•

Consistent with existing privacy and consumer protection laws in
existence today, utilities should not be required to review, endorse or
provide any implied warranty for 3rd party solutions. !
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•

Provide clear direction that board was referring to GB CMD when they
referred to enabling consumer and third party access to data. This will:!
• Catalyze the development of new cost effective GB CMD implementation options
for utility adoption (hosted solution)
• Enable investment in the development of a solution ecosystem based on anticipated
market development through widespread utility adoption.
• This in turn will provide utilities realize the benefits that arise from greater Green
Button enabled 3rd party applications choices that will result in increased consumer
education, engagement and greater conservation.

•

Ontario and even US pilots will continue to provide deeper or more
refined insights into the costs and benefits from the adoption of GB
CMD. !

•

Provide a utility cost recovery mechanism for standard evolution and
development !
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It is recommended that the Ontario Energy Board:
A. Direct LDCs to integrate Green Button DMD capabilities into their
existing online energy data access platforms as part of their ongoing IT
planning process;
If the LDC does not currently offer such a platform to customers, we
recommend that DMD capabilities should be provided at the same time
as providing broader online customer energy data access;
B. Direct LDCs to consider and articulate the costs and benefits of
implementing Green Button CMD as part of their next regulatory rate
filing submission.
C. OEB exempt utilities from direct involvement and the subsequent costs
and potential risk that may arise from approving or shortlisting 3rd party
applications.
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